Fleet Recall Alert
on Recall Solutions
Stay ahead of the curve to ensure
optimal fleet health
Avoid the hassle and disruption of monitoring and addressing
recalls within your fleet with the proactive monitoring solution which
identifies active recalls, provides actionable reporting, and seamlessly
integrates into Recall Solutions for full case management.

Benefits

Easy to Use
Simple to upload vehicles
and view results.

Integrated
Easily convert notices to
repairs with Recall Solutions.

Continuous Monitoring
Keep up to date as your
fleet changes.

Proactive
Easily schedule repairs
to reduce disruption.

How It Works
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Features

VIN Upload

Notifications

Reporting

No complex integration needed
just a list of vehicles.

Configurable alerts to notify
management and drivers.

Clear visibility into overall fleet
recall status.

Product View
Integrated directly into Recall Solutions

Configurable notifications to
alert team of applicable recalls

Insights to help
manage your fleet

About Agero
Agero’s mission is to rethink the vehicle ownership experience through a powerful combination of passionate people and data-driven technology.
As the #1 B2B, white-label provider of digital driver assistance services, we’re pushing the industry to redefine manual processes as digital,
transparent and connected.
The company has over 150 million vehicle coverage points in partnership with leading automakers, insurance carriers and others. Managing one
of the largest national networks of service providers, we respond to approximately 12 million service events annually. Agero, a member company
of The Cross Country Group, is headquartered in Medford, Mass., with operations throughout North America. To learn more, visit www.agero.com.
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